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There is long time about YaXian Li and YuanHe Zheng’ story.The drama about it 
has great influence for the later generations.The three dramas all that JunBao Shi and 
YouDun Zhu’s li ya xian hua jiu qu jiang chi and XuLin xiu ru ji get the high artistic 
achievement.The opera highlights about it is staged as over ,still active in the drama 
stage. Combining the literature research and theory described of methods to the Yuan、
Ming and Qing dynasties, The object of research is the YaXian Li dramas 
(includingthe opera highlights and modern local dramas) ,Through specific statement 
of their artistic achievement ,and by YaXian Li dramas evolutiong of the complete 
show,combing their sequence and common defferences. First is to introduce it’s the 
research motives ,the research method. Part one is to research the YaXian Li dramas 
of ancient:I’ll sum up the editiong and artistic achievement of JunBao Shi and 
YouDun Zhu’s works,and inheritance and evolution of Shi’s version from the Tang 
novel Li Wa Zhuan about the characters、plots settings and so on,and that of Zhu 
version. Part two is mainly to introduce XuLin’s legend works xiu ru ji:the edition、
the author as well as aristic achievement ;then xiu ru ji in the plot 、characters、
dramatic scenes and other aspects of the qu jiang chi commitments change 
analysis.Part three is the opera highlights YaXian Li’s story:  the qun yin lei xuan and 
zhui bai qiu in xiu ru ji excerpts, and explore the reasons for its being included,and a 
list showing excerpts of the Ming and Qing YaXian Li drama study development of 
the drama and influence ite development 、historical background and evolution of 
self-development factors.Part four is to introduce the modern local drama of YaXian 
Li :First of all ,between the traditional and the modern drama of LiYuan drama and its  
inheritance and change;Secondly,in order to maintain the outcome and the outcome of 
two typical subversion local drama ,for example,a local drama on the modern drama 
of commitment YaXian analysis of change.  
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